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Final Exam name:

Question 1: Use mutexes alone to build conditional mutexes

A mutex lock/unlock allows a single thread at a time to enter a critical section of code. Pthreads provide
a signaling system where threads entering a critical section may temporarily give up their lock until a
signal is received, whereupon they reacquire the lock and continue in the critical section, when possible
(no other threads hold a lock on that section). In this exercise you are to provide the same functionality for
kthreads using mutex variables only. Specifically, write functions kthread cond wait, kthread signal,
and kthread cond init, along with struct kthread cond with the following semantics (you can fill in
any missing semantics or change any ambiguous or conflicting semantics, as necessary, but say what you
do):

• void kthread cond init(struct kthread cond* cond):
Initialize cond as needed. You will have to decide how to do this depending on your implementation
of the functions below.

• void kthread cond wait(struct kthrea cond* cond, struct mutex* mutex):
Causes a thread owning the mutex lock mutex to wait inside this function, temporarily releasing the
lock, until a signal from kthread cond signal causes it to reawaken. The thread will not resume,
however, until no other thread currently owns the lock. Any number of threads can be waiting in
this function for a signal at the same time.

• void kthread cond signal(struct kthread cond* cond):
Signals exactly one thread that is waiting in a kthread cond wait function to awaken. If there are
no threads waiting, nothing happens.

Write your kthread cond below and the three functions on the next page. They should make use of kernel
functions mutex lock(struct kthread mutex*) and mutex unlock(struct kthread mutex*)

struct kthread cond {
int wait; /* 1= waiting, 0= thread is through the gate */

struct mutex *mutex; /* mutex that the cond var is associated with */

struct mutex gate; /* place where thread waits for signal to go */

struct mutex protect; /* makes sure only one thread is waiting */

}



void kthread cond init (struct kthread cond* cond) {
cond->wait = 0;

mutex init(&cond->gate);

mutex init(&cond->protect);

mutex lock(&cond->gate);

}

void kthread cond wait (struct kthread cond* cond, struct kthread mutex* mutex) {
mutex unlock(mutex);

mutex lock(&cond->protect);

cond->wait = 1;

mutex lock(&cond->gate);

cond->wait = 0;

mutex unlock(&cond->protect);

mutex lock(mutex);

}

void kthread cond signal (struct kthread cond* cond) {
if (cond->wait == 0) return;

mutex unlock(&cond->gate);

}



Question 2: Disk Scheduling

Consider a 200 cylinder hard disk with one arm. Suppose the following cylinder requests, made
by processes executing at equal priority, enter the disk controller’s request queue in order from
left to right:

65, 124, 67, 122, 14, 98, 37, 183

For each of the disk servicing algorithms below, list the order in which requests are serviced
(earliest is leftmost) if, at the start of servicing, the arm is over cylinder 53. Assume no other
requests are made until servicing the above is finished. For some algorithms two answers are
possible, but you should provide the one where the head initially moves toward higher numbered
cylinders.

(a) First Come First Serve

visit: 53-65-124-67-122-14-98-37-183
seek: 12+59+57+55+108+84+61+146=582

(b) Shortest Seek Time First

visit: 53-65-67-37-14-98-122-124-183
seek: 12+2+30+23+84+24+2+59=236

(c) Elevator Algorithm

visit: 53-65-67-98-122-124-183-37-14
seek: 12+2+31+24+2+59+146+23=299

(d) C-SCAN

visit: 53-65-67-98-122-124-183-14-37
seek: 147+200+37=384

(e) LOOK

visit: 53-65-67-98-122-124-183-37-14
seek: 130+146+23=299

In general, why might it not be useful to examine all requests in the queue before servicing
to compute the optimal schedule (that is, schedule that minimizes the number of cylinder
traversals)?

Because new requests may enter the queue and these might negate the calculations that were
made for optimal performance



Question 3: File Systems

(a) Name some data that could be part of a volume control block and some data
that could be part of a file control block.

VCB: volume name, directory last mounted on, ID, magic number, revision
#, features, flags, default mount options, current state, errors behavior, inode
count, block count, reserved block count, free blocks, free inodes, first block,
block size, fragment size, reserved GDT blocks, blocks per group, fragments per
group, inodes per group, inode blocks per group, flex block group size, time
created, last mount time, last write time, mount count, max mount count, date
last checked, check interval, lifetime writes, reserved blocks uid, reserved blocks
gid, first inode, inode size, required extra isize, desired extra isize, journal inode,
first orphan inode, default directory hash, directory

FCB: ownership, size, owner/group/other permissions, date created, date last
modified, date last accessed, physical location of file blocks

(b) Consider a file system that uses indexed allocation with a maximum of one
index node per file. Suppose the index node occupies 4096 bytes, that each
block pointer occupies 4 bytes, and that all the meta data associated with the
file is contained in the index node and occupies 128 bytes. How large should a
block be (in bytes) so that this scheme is able to completely access files on a 1
gigabyte filesystem? (1 gigabyte = 230 bytes)

The number of pointers to blocks = (4096− 128)/4 = 992
Blocksize = 230/992 = 1, 082, 401 bytes ≈ 1 MB

(c) For the file system implementation above list the operations, in detail, for find-
ing the contents of four bytes in a file beginning at offset 45376210

compute block containing star of access: 45376210/1082401 -> ptr = 41
compute block containing end of access: 45376214/1082401 -> 41
compute offset into block 41: off = 997769
read 4 bytes from block pointed to by ptr at offset off for 4 bytes



(d) Describe RAID Level 5 and indicate the rationale behind its organization. It is
OK to draw pictures to help.

Block interleaved distributed parity. Parity and data are spread across all disks.
By distributing the parity blocks over the entire set overuse of the parity par-
tition is avoided.



Question 4: Virtual Memory

(a) Describe how shared libraries functions are called
Initially, a function call has not yet been resolved. When function f is called, it
translates to an entry in the PLT of the program being run. This entry results in a
jump to the GOT and a call to a resolver. The resolver resolves the actual address of
f , places the address into the GOT and calls f . Subsequent calls to f are through the
GOT directly.

(b) Describe demand paging, explaining how it works, and say why it is done considering
that it may take 30 ms to handle a page fault

Done to allow many processes to run at the same time and to allow processes that
access an amount of memory that is larger than physical address space. Relies on the
principle of locality: that over an interval of time the pages that are accessed by a
process are pretty much the same. When a process accesses a virtual address, it is
translated into a physical address. During this process, it is determined whether the
access resides in physical memory. If not, a page fault is generated. In that case,
if there is a free frame it is allocated to the process and a page on disk is copied to
that frame. If there is not a free frame, one has to be evicted. The evicted frame is
selected via some algorithm (for example, least recently used). To get more processes
into memory and prevent thrashing processes are allocated some number of frames. If
the page fault rate drops below a certain threshold frames are taken away. If the page
fault rate rises above a certain threshold more pages are allowed to be allocated. If
the number of allocated frames gets close to the number of available frames in memory
one or more processes is suspended and its frames distributed to running processes. A
background process swaps frames as needed to maintain available free frames.

(c) Suppose lookup time for a fully associative TLB on a 32 bit operating system is 5 ns
and one 32 bit lookup from memory takes 60 ns. Suppose page tables are two-level.
At what hit rate will the average address translation time be 30 ns, if ever.

5r + 120(1− r) = 30 → r = 0.78



Question 5: Device Driver

(a) Describe what a device driver does and how it works with respect to the ab-
stract view that some application needs a service involving some device it does
not even know about. Note: put everything in here - this part really takes the
place of three or four parts.

A device driver has knowledge of the physical elements of a device and is there-
fore capable of controlling a device. An operating system communicates com-
mands to the device driver to effect such control. An application that needs
to use a device, for example a NIC, makes use of high-level system calls which
activate other functions, eventually resulting in commands to the device driver.
Some such calls may wait on results comming back through the driver. As an
example, an app may define a network socket that connects to a port on a
specified machine and then define input and output stream connections to the
socket. The fact that a NIC or WiFi card or any other card is used is irrel-
evant to the app: the OS has already taken care of how the system interacts
with the internet. Device drivers usually implement interrupt handlers because
interaction with the device may involve unpredictable delays.

(b) More specifically, in the case of a NIC driver, what does the driver need to know
about the device and how is communication with the kernel managed.

A NIC usually as buffers that get filled with data. These buffers exist in the
outgoing and incoming directions. They may be organized as a circular array
so that a buffer can be filled while another is outputting data. A driver needs
to know this organization. It also needs to know the addresses that are used
for control and for accessing the buffers. Communication with the OS is via a
socket buffer.


